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The Applications of the Phase Function Method Ideas

for the Investigation of the Two- and -Three-Body System

Properties

In accordance with the main idea of the phase function method

the two-body off-shell scattering amplitudes ere considered as

the limit of the scattering amplitudes sequence corresponding

to the sequence of the R-radiua cutt-off potentials. The ex-

plicit analytical expression for the scattering amplitudes func-

tion is obtained in the oase of separable potentials, due to

which the three-body problem is inYestigated.
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1. The basic concepts of the phase function method have

long been employed to describe the two-particle interaction

[i,2j. However, at the beginning of 1960'a the works of F.Calo-

gero and V.V.Babikov have greatly stimulated the development

of this method and its application to specific physical prob-

lems. A detailed review of the literature and systematized out-

line of the problems concerning the phase function method can

be found in the well-known monographs pertained to the authors

of Ref3.j3»4j« Owing to the algorithm simplicity the phase

function method is widely used nowadays for computing the po-

tential scattering phases and parameters. The physical intui-

tion, important in solving most of specific physical problems,

constitutes the essence of the above-mentioned technique. The

latter makes it possible to establish a direct relationship bet-

ween the potential and the scattering phase and to study a

relative contribution from different parts of the potential in-

to the finite values of the parameters characterizing the in-

teraction in a two-particle system. Since most of nuclear pro-

cesses are considered in view of the pair interaction, the phase

function method proves to be useful in studying the above pro-

cesses. Therefore the extension of the phase function method

concepts to many-particle systems and, in particular to a three-

particle one, is of special importance.

The study of a three-particle system using the phase funo-

tion method is reduced to the study of Paddeev's components cor-

responding to the sequence of the out-off potentials at the dis-

tance Д f5j • For such potentials a three-body problem can be

reduced to a system of one-dimensional integral equations

whose kernels are determined by another independent system

of two-dimensional equations f6,7J. These equations are comple-

tely determined by the two-particle off-shell wave function in-

side the R -radius interaction region. Due to the short-

range character of nuclear forces for practical purposes any

potential can be approximated by the finite-range potential so

that the parameters that characterize many-particle system for

these potentials were sufficiently similar.

When studying the eystein of two and a greater number of

particles, of special interest turn to be the potentials allo-
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wing one to obtain some results in a closed form. We should

single out the nonlocal potential with separable variables.

It enables one to obtain directly an exact analytical solution

for a two-body problem and to simplify significantly the con-

sideration of many-body problems. In particular, the problem

of three-particle motion is reduced in this case to a system

of one-dimensional integral equations [&] . In virtue of the

short-range character of nuclear forces the potentials with

separable variables reveal a good approximation for local and

nonlocal potentials. Therefore this potential can be useful in

studying the properties of many-particle systems on the basis

of the phase function method.

The present paper employes a novel integral formulation

for the phase function method [ 5J which proves to be suitable

for investigating the properties of many-particle systems.For

a potential with separable variables in a closed form the

expressions for the phase function В((г) and for the functions

whose asymptotic values at /^+00 correspond to two—particle

low-energy scattering parameters are obtained. As a specifio

example we use a separable potential with Yukawa's form fac-

tor. For this potential in the phase function method we obtain

explicit analytic expressions in terms of which the three-par-

ticle motion problem is studied.

2. For generality we consider the scattering by a nonlocal

potential \J(r Г^') • The local potential V(Y^) is a speci-

fic case of nonlocal one when

Let us assume that the interaction has a spherical sym-

metry. In this case the wave function U.A
r
) describing the

scattering at the energy E. ~fj k^j^J* which is determined

by the Schrodinger equation

where
1

ff -I
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and Tr is the angle between the vectors y-̂  and Y^/, The funo-
tion U£ (r) at zero satisfies the condition

and at infinity the boundary scattering condition

-ft +$€.), r- - o^>, (5)
where d{ and /\^ are the scattering phase and the asymptotio
wave function amplitude, respectively. According to f47we
seek the solution for the radial wave function in the form

with the additional condition

(7)

The functions v{v) end Hf(r/ are called phase and ampli-
tude ones and for e very specifio value Y~~- ft at Y~ /* ft
take constant values equal to the scattering phase and the
asymptotic wave function amplitude being scattered by the fi-
nite-range potential at the distance A

VT(r, r';<) = fiffr r •; 9(R~ г (8)
^ / l » l ' Л I ~ 1 У . 1 М / I / I n • / I / V " X .

In accordance with the oondition (5) the asymptotio value
at у -» o o i s equal to the scattering pheae by the total po
tential

(9)
and the value of the function Af (**) at r -» <x> equale
the amplitude of the asymptotio expression for the wave func-
tion (5)

The equation (7) oan be formally integrated in the explicit

form and, consequently, if the phase function is known, the

amplitude funotion A f f*~) oan be determined by means of quad-

rature
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ОО

Though the value of the lower limit of integration f-
o
 in (11)

affact only the normalised multiplier of the wave function,

the choice of П> may turn to be essential in the practical

use of Eq. (11). Taking into account (5) we can rewrite the

formula (11) in the form

which implies that for the finite range potential (8)

Thus in order to describe completely the two-particle interac-

tion it ie quite sufficient to know the phase funotion B^/^J •

Within the phase funotion method for finding the function

Ĵ /ir-J in the case of a local potential V/r-} the first-order

nonl near differential equation is used^*3»4 J

In the case of nonlocal potential Vf^ r^Jthe phase funotion

is described by a nonlinear integrodifferential equation [3]

of a very complicated mathematioal structure and is no* al-

ways convenient for the practical use. In the present paper for

finding the phase function a novel method is used based on the

solution of the Idppmann-Schwinger equations for the sequence

of cut-off potentials at the distance R . The Lippmann-

Schwinger equation for the partial off-shell two-particle scat-

tering amplitude /
f
 ( R ; H » К'\ ё > ** **e «ш® of poten-

tial (8) has the form
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where the partial potential constituent in the momentum repre-
sentation ffy ( £ i Ц , K») is determined by the expression

In the case of local spherical symmetric potential У / V f o r

the partial constituent iKffk' k,K') we have

A '

i
If we compare the potential t/^l^t'J with the sequence of cut

off potentials at the distance /J (8) in a way that

= о,
we shall have the off-shell scattering amplitude sequence

•j- s ( К i К • К'l в-) with the transparent boundary values

where 1- (K ,/<';-£ ) is the scattering amplitude by the to-

tal potential 1Г^ (*~/Г'/ • The obtained scattering amplitude

sequence is, in fact, the scattering amplitude function if, as

an independent variable, we choose the value /̂  i The equation

(15) is reduced to the equation for the scattering amplitude

function -fff^y Кi K',ii) by the replacement of notations

fc -*> r , The amplitude scattering function is related to the

phase function bt (
r
)

 ± n t n e
 following way

where //(̂ ./{')
 i s
 *

n e
 on-shell amplitude scattering function

i V *."*). (2D
с ***

Solving (20) relative to 0({r)tor the phase function we get

0, r)~ ОГТС
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To obtain the phase function we can use instead of the ampli-
tude funotion the /f -matrix one yf£ ( Г; К, K'% £ ). The equa-
tion for the off-shell К -matrix function has the form

b "> *:•
 f
)=

0 0

where the integration is performed with respect to the princi-

pal value and the energy В takes real positive values. The

advantage of Eq. (23) over (15) is that it is real. The /(-mat-

rix function is correlated with the amplitude scattering one so

that/""9J

(24)

funotionJTjA we have

where J^
c
 - z£ F .According to (22) and (24) for the phase

, К ) (25)

where

(26)

In many cases finding the phase functions In virtue of Eq.

or (23) proves to be more advantageous over the solution

of phase equations. This especially concerns the phase equations

in the oase of nonlocal interaction [3 J • In this case the equa-

tions are integrodifferential and of complicated mathematical

structure. One-dimensional integral equations for the amplitude

(15) and /̂  -matrix functions are simpler in their mathematical

structure. These equations are more general and their mathe-

matical structure is, in fact, independent of the interaction

form. On the other hand the kernels of integral equations des-

cribing the interaction of three and a greater number of par-
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tioles are expressed through the off-shell two-particle ampli-

tude. Therefore the off-shell amplitude funotion-^^7 A'j/f'*̂

can be used when studying the properties of шапу-particle sys-

tems on the basis of the phase function method. In the momen-

tum representation the Faddeev's equations after the separa-

tion of angular variables are reduced to an infinite system of

two-dimensional integral equations [10J. (These equations are

essentially simplified if the two-particle scattering amplitude

has a separable form. In this case the Faddeev's equations are

reduced to a system of one-dimensional integral equations which

provides an exact numerloal solution. A separable expression

for the scattering amplitude is directly obtained if as an in-

teraction between two particles the potential with separable

variables Is used. Such a potential takes account of the fini-

teness of the range for nuclear forces and describes the two-

nucleon motion at low-energies. The superposition of separable

potentials is a good approximation both for local and nonlooal

nonseparating potentials.

3* A detailed consideration of a two-particle system using

the phase equations for a wide class of potentials can be fo-

und in the monographs [3»Aj • Here when studying a two- and

three-particle-system we restrict ourselves to the case of

a separable one-term potential

This allows one to obtain the expressions in a closed form for

the phase functions and that ones related to them.We compare

the potential (27) with the sequence of cut-off potentials

at the distance R

The potential (28) satiefies the hermiticity condition

and the boundary conditions (18). In the momentum representa-

tion this potential has the form
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(30)

where

1{
Bolving Bq. (15) and replacing R -* *"" we obtain for the

two-particle off-ahell amplitude function in the case of po-

tential (28)

where

(33)

For the phase function dc'**! according to the formula

(22) the following relation takes place

, (34)

where the integral

— • (35)

(
fr

K
)= iri

ie taken with respect to the principal value.

The bound states of a two-particle system in the phase

funotlon method correspond to the amplitude function poles lo-

cated on the positive axis

where Ы.?(\г) ia the pole function f 3j • In the case of the

separable interaction (28) the condition for finding the po-

les has the form
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Taking into account (33) the pole function then satisfies the
equation

&l
- I f- = О, (38)

Due to the monotonio character of the dependence Ы.^ (*~) the

equation (38) for each speoifio value У"" can have no more

than one zero. Since the value olgfr) is positive, this

equation must be supplemented by the boundary condition

°^/<O ~ О у (39)
which determines the distances at which the pole funotion va-

nishes. According to (38) and (39) the radius £ is deter-

mined by the equation
OO

\3- fat) l~ & (40)

As regards the S -wave interaction, expanding the value

HCt<L 5" (*~) (*ne subscript £.=• О ifl
 omitted) in the

series of powers and comparing this expansion with that of

the effective radius theory

we obtain the following formulas for low-energy functions of

the 2 -wave scattering

% + (43)
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(44)

where

The Eqs. (42)-(44) possess ел extensive iofomation of low-

energy parameters for a number of finite-range potentials.

Рог every specific value jr
 =
 R these equations determine

the scattering length, the effective radius and parameter

of the form which correspond to the scattering parameters

by the cut-off potential (28). The asymptotic values of

the functions (42)-(44) specify the low-energy parameters

o( t T~o and P corresponding to the scattering by the

total potential (27)

The asymptotic value of the function

determines the binding energy of a two-particle system

( 4 7 )

corresponding to the total potential (27).

We consider a specific example of a separable poten-

tial (27) with the Yukawa formfactor (the Yamaguchi poten-

t l a l )

describing tfee ^ -wave interaction of the two-nucleon

system at low energies. In the case of formf actor (48) the

function according to (3D reads



(/ъъ»кг+,<с<>\ИГ)
. (49)

The asymptotio expression of this function at y-->oo coin-
oidee with, the Yamaguchi foxmfaotor in the momentum representa-
tion

}(*)*(**+А* Г' (50)
An explioit form (49) of the function 3( ^)
to oaloulate the integral (35)

к) =

- (51)

and obtain the analytio expression for the phase function о (**

wnioh is determined by the formulas (34)»(51)«The pole funotion

^
8
 determined by the transoendental equation

which talcing aooount of the positivity of the value ъ( (

is meaningfol at

rz>4, (53)
where the radius %

 i B t h e
 solution of the equation
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The asymptotic value of the function 0( (\r) at Y~-* <x> deter-
mines the binding energy of a deuteron /^ = - ̂* of */"?i/*
is connected with the parameters of the potential X

 а ш 1

by the relation

)i = afi(^+JS)* (55)

She functions Ц(*") and ТЪ (*"') for the formfactor

(48) are determined by the relations

А [1-{ИАг)£»1г

 ls6
,

r. (r)=& - (wi I'T^W
1
 V

5
 -

1
 -

(57)

At sufficiently snail values f the functions ff(t*J

behave as

4M*-ftr*
f
 Г.(Г)Я зТи' (58)

and their asymptotio values at Y--*&o correspond to the

scattering length Cf and the effective radius Ко which are

connected with parameters Д and yS by the relations

r. = у* + fa**
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It is easy to define the behaviour of the functions Of ft-) and
Xb(*~) near the point # corresponding to the appearance

of the two-particle level. In this case for the function Gtfr
in '456) with (54) taken into account we obtain

e C61)
The function To (t~) at the point Y~*£ is finite and deter-
mined by relation

г ft) =
 3
 ~

According to the formulas (52),(56) and (57) the values

of functions <э( (у-") , Cf(*r) and Yl (r-) are calculated. The pa-

rameters of the potential Д »8.196 fm and Ji ei.450 fm. are

found by means of the formula (55) and (59) from the binding

energy of a deuteron £„1 and the triplet scattering length
the experimental values of whioh are ohosen equal to

, ^ t . (63)
The results of numerical calculations of the functions Off*-) >
Yo(r) and bC*fr~) are given in Fig.1. In virtue of the for-

mula (61) the function (tf^) at the points* 4(^-i.778Bfm)
has an infinite discontinuity related to the apperance of the
bound state at this point* Contrary to this the function V£ (r)
i s less sensitive to the appearance of bound state and i s a
slightly varying function in a rather wide range of V~ . Howe-
ver in the region of small Y~ where the function 'Of f*~)
tends to zero this function according to (58) unlimitedly in-
creases. The effective radius theory predicts a simple rela-
tion between the functions e( fr) , C((+) and T~c (t~)

r) - i «(rj Ц {r) («4)

whioh is analogous to the relation between their asymptotic va-

lues corresponding to the scattering parameters Of and Y~o
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and the deuteron radius l/Ы. . The asymptotic behaviour of

the functions ff(r~) , Yo(r-) and ^(r-) is actually dominant

at Y~ »5fm. These functions differ from their asymptotic va-

lues at У в5 fm by the order of 1%.

4. In the present paper the study of the three-body prob-

lem by the phase function method is reduced to the study of

equations for Faddeev'a components. For the three spinless

particle motion problem, the separable representation (32)

for the amplitude function makes it possible to write the

Faddeev'a equation describing the zero energy particle scat-

tering by the bound states of two other particles in the form

and the magnitude i? takes the values

(67)

The function Ff^/P) Is the three-partiole amplitude function.

The values of this function at each point Y~ colnoide with

the three-particle amplitude which is generated by the two-

part iole potential with the cut-off part corresponding to the

distances larger than Г * The amplitude function Ff
r
,/*) is

meaningful at )ГТ€ < -£ is defined by the formula (40))

and ie characterized by the following boundary condition at

infinity

( f>) rr FfP), (68)
where F(f) ie the three-particle amplitude corresponding to

th» total potential (27).

In the oase of the three-particle bound state the Faddeev

component is determined by the equation

) ( 6 9 )
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where \J (
r
> #

>
,P,P') and j? are determined by the formu

las (66), (67) if ol^-Jis replaced by X('jr) ia them.In this

case the function X(*~) is three-particle pole function and

the equation (69) is the pole equation.

Since the function Of (У) at Г= {f is discontinuous and

the value T
o
 (i~) takes a finite value Yl(4)iA the vicinity

of the point jr= & t
 t n e

 inequality takes place

( 7 0 )

Consequently the appearance of weakly bounded states besides

the basic level дво in the three-particle spaotrum in the vi

cinity of r=-# is favoured [ 11,12J

, ( 7 1 )

The subscript /? »0,l,2,... characterizes the solutions for

Eq. (69) corresponding to different three-perticle bound sta-

tes with the binding energy

(72)

The spectrum of the three-partiole bound states in the region

of appearance of the two-particle level (the resonant region)

was analyzed in Refs. £*13»14] on the basis of mmerioal calcu-

lations. The intensity of the two-part-4 oie interaction was de-

termined by the coupling constant X *

In the present paper studying the three-particle state

spectrum in the resonant region is reduced to the study of

this problem for the potential sequence whioh is generated by

the potential (27) with the cut-off part corresponding to the

distanoes of large У . In our oase the equation (69) should

be supplemented by the boundary condition

*n (€« ) = 0, (73)
where о *j is numerated in ascending order

ftl« ? *» . <74)
The condition (73) determines the distances 5^ at which the

bound states $.*)(*") a-PP
8
*?* These distanoes can be defined as

eigenvalues of the following equation
00

, o,p,
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resultant from Eq. (69) if we put

Fig. 2 represents schematically the pole functions
in units Q~* . When the ground bound state J(o(*-)appears at
)r= £ (in units # ) the пшпЪез? of the three-partiole le-

vels increases with increasing У aad at TT= X corresponding

to the appearance of the two-partiale bound state proves to

be equal to infinity. The ground ^, and the first three ex-

oited s t a t e s ^ ( Y\ -1,2,3) appear at distances Y~ measured

in units © equal, respectively, to

«0.7836, g
t
 -0.98213, (76)

д -0.9991615, ^ =0.9999630

and at f~ ± , corresponding to the appearance of the two-par-

ticle level, in Q~* units take the values

«0.9333,

«1.758.10"
3
, v

3.988»

7.747-
( ? 7 J

д

Further the number of three-particle levels with increasing

decreases and at f--»oo t w levels: the ground X o and the

first excited Xi are retained, fhe rest three-particle levels

J(yj ( n -2,3,4,...) go into the continuous spectrum at the

distances y~~
=
 J?1 which are numerated in ascending order

( g
h
 У %ц+ i )'

 Thie
 *

i r s t
 three levels disappear at the

diatanoes equal to
-1.01918, g -1.0007929, 4'-1.0000348. (78)

To illustrate the similarity law in Refs. ̂ i1
t
i2j, the

calculation results of the following values are tabulated

у
(79)

where Gfn and ц
п
 are the two-particle scattering lengths cor-

responding to the appearance of the n-th level and its going

over into the discontinuous spectrum and Х и corresponds to

the appearance of the two-particle level and is defined by (77).

n
0

i

2

3

20.85

22.16

22.65

-

-

-

23-19

22.72

Xn / X-h-ti
23.40

22.68

22.69

—
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The asymptotic value of the magnitudes (79) at h -

according to the similarity law is defined by the formulas fi27.

£ "° (where £o «1.006238) and numerically equals 22.695. Ac-

tually the asymptotic value of (79) is achieved at /) =1.

Hence it is interesting to note that at the moment of ap-

pearance of the two-particle level ( (X- °<> ) with a high ac-

curacy (about 97^) the similarity law is fulfilled for the

ground and the firat excited three-particle levels. Apparent-

ly there is no coincidence.So,for a local Hulten'e potential

when the potential parameters correspond to the appearance of

the two-particle level the 3fо l2£± is also equal to 23.40 and

the analysis of the results of Ref.[*13]for the Yamaguchi po-

tential leads to the magnitude of this ratio equal to 22.43* In

these cases the potential intensity is determined by the coup-

ling constant A • Hence, the fact that in the polar coordinates

in a certain vicinity of the anglers ^ % on the plane

(Of $ &C ) (the polar axis is chosen in the direction of posi-

tive values of #~* ) the similarity law is fulfilled with

a high accuracy for the ground ^Co and the first excited X-i

levels, is universal and independent of the two-particle in-

teraction model and the way of the potential intensity change

in the resonant region.In our cases }£©/Jt )T~* «Therefore for

the similarity law to be fulfilled, the condition (71) is not

strictly necessary. In this case it is sufficient to satisfy

the condition (70).

. As seen from the table in our case with a good accuracy

the similarity law is fulfilled for the two-partiole scattering

lengths corresponding to the appearance of the ground and the

first excited three-particle levels. This also refers to the

case of a S" -form potential f 14j. However lor the Hultens

potential and Yamaguchi potentials the values of the ratio

CloIdi are equal to 12.30 end 16.92 , respectively. Conse-

quently the accuracy of fulfillment of the similarity law for

the two-particle scattering lengths corresponding to the appea-

rance of the ground j)fo and the first excited Xx levels of a

three-partiole system essentially depends on the two-particle

interaction model. In this case with decreasing potential ex-

tension in the coordinate representation the accuracy of ful-
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fillment of the similarity law for the values &o and Cfx

increases and consequently the region extends where the si-

milarity law is fulfilled for the ground }Co and the first

excited Ж-^ three-particle levels.

In a wider range of y^the pole funotions )/L,(ljand )[,i(
r
)

corresponding to the ground and the first excited three-par-

ticle state are given in Pig.3. In the same figure the pole

function o((r-) corresponding to the bound two-particle state

is presented. We should note a more sharp increase in the pole

funotion (£
о
(г)впй. its rapid attainment of asymptotics as com-

pared with the pole function of the two-particle state о((*~) •

At the moment of appearance of the two-particle bound state

Ы (*~) ( У =1.7788 fm) the function Xo(^) constitutes

approximately 70% of its asymptotic value and becomes asymp-

totic at Y~~£s 3.5 fm; the difference of the asymptotic value

is about 1%. The pole function o( (r~J corresponding to the

first excited three-particle level behaves so as the func-

tion Ы, (r~) and becomes asymptotic at Yb& 5 fm . Since the

asymptotic behaviour of the pole function characterizes the

short-range of nuclear forces we should emphasize that in

studying the ground states of many-particle nucleon-nucleon

systems the forces in these systems with increasing number

of nucleons manifest themselves effectively at more short dis-

tances.

The numerical solution of Eq. (65) allows one to define

the function

This function is the analogue of two-particle low-energy func-

tion C((rj . The asymptotic value of the function (80) corres-

ponds to the length of the particle scattering by the bo-

und state of two other particles

For every specific value r= R the funotion A (
r
) ooin

cides with the three-particle scattering length corresponding

to the cut-off potentieO. (28). The function A(
r
) is defined

at r ^ ^ . Every time when the trajectory &*(*-) goes in

the discontinuous spectrum this function becomes discontinuous

going over from plus infinity to minus infinity.The general
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investigation of the behaviour of the particle scattering length

by the pair of other particles in the resonant region was made

in Ref.fi21 where its dependence on the two-particle scattering

length was found in the explicit form* The length of a particle

scattering by two other particles in the bound state is paramet-

rized by some constants which were calculated in Refs.[i5j. In

the region Г7-& ( & «1.81292 fm) the funotion A(v) is shown

in Pig. 4. With increasing Г (in the region g- < f < 2 fm) this

function sharply increases and at f >2.25 fm becomes equal to

21.24 fm which exceeds its asymptotio value (20*42 fm) by 4/6.

Subsequently w^th increasing У the function A(r) in faot be-

comes asymptotic at Y~Oz 5 fm.

Thus the investigation of pole functions and other magnitu-

des characterising few-nucleon systems can eluoidate the im-

portance of the consideration of different parts of the nuoleon-

nucleon potential in calculating the many-partiole characteris-

tics.

The authors express their gratitude to Prof* A.G.Sitenko for

discussing the results and valuable remarks.
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Fig.1. Low-energy functions G((*j , K(*~) and

able Yaraaguchi potential.

for the кераг-
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ft h I, i %

P i g . 2 . The p l o t of t h r e e - p a r t i c l e <£п(*-) (W = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) and
two-particle o((r-) pole functions in the resonant region.
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Fig.3. The pole funotioru» corresponding to the two-partiole
bound state «Ifr-) and the ground Xo(r) and the first
excited ^f±(r") three-partiole states.
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